THE NEW KALMAR HEAVY LIFT TRUCKS 28 – 50 TONNES
AFTER MORE THAN 50 YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT
IT’S HARD TO RESIST PERFECTION
Hard to resist.
Your choice has to pay-off.

Whether you need to invest in a single machine or a fleet of machines for your heavy industrial handling – you can’t avoid the cost factor.

Some companies may focus more on the investment cost or financial capability, others may focus on life-cycle cost. Some operations focus on operational cost because they are more dependant on day-to-day operational excellence.

No matter if your company is small or big, operates domestically or globally, looks for standard or tailored solutions, manages its maintenance or needs a flexible financial solution.

In one way or another, your choice has to pay-off. And Kalmar will be there to meet your needs.

This has been the main goal for us to present the new Heavy Lift Trucks 28 – 50 tonnes from Kalmar to you. A refined and fully loaded version backed by more than 50 years of experience in heavy handling.

This is a machine delivering top of the line performance in every aspect. We have secured absolute top performance when it comes to machine reliability, low operational cost and of course the ability to customer and operational tailoring.

Spiced with Kalmars powerful service concept and customer-close network, it’s hard to beat.
Boosts your drivers and your profits.

Real ergonomics means more efficient drivers and less risk for damages and accidents. That’s it. But the consequence is increased profits and decreased costs for the company. And of course a highly attractive environment for your employees.

Who can say no thanks to that?

The ergonomic history in the lift truck business is more or less written by Kalmar. The origin comes from the high demand among Swedish drivers as well as governmental regulations. The refinement has been going on since the mid 70s.

Ergonomics
Ergonomics for Kalmar means perfect vision. Let the driver concentrate on the task instead of trying to see what’s going on. Ergonomics also means perfect cab layout. Let the driver become excellent instead of getting frustrated on bad instrumentation, lever location or an uncomfortable seat. Ergonomics finally means a fit driver even after a full day’s intensive shift.

Bottom line
There are many scientific investigations telling the truth – ergonomics is good for the bottom line.
Most drivers may have more to learn

Kalmar offers all our customers, and others as well, to take part of our appreciated Operator Training Programme. The goal is to convey skills which result in safe, economic and efficient handling.

Some of the benefits:
- Increased safety
- Increased productivity
- Reduced wear and tear
- Reduced operating/running costs

Hard to resist.
What you see is what you get

The new generation Heavy lift trucks is not only the result of a specialised and top skilled engineering team within Kalmar. They have also been strongly guided by the overall Kalmar Product Design Strategy.

This strategy sets pressure on anyone within Kalmar to work with the one and only single focus – put a machine on the market which satisfies or exceeds the expectations of the customers. Make sure it is ahead of any competition. Provide value for money. And the way you see the machine should reflect what you get.
Just much more productive.

Real performance starts up with a powerful machine design and ends up with an excellent driver. That’s it. But the consequence is top productivity potential and therefore a tremendous opportunity for you to finetune your production or distribution logistics.

One strong contributing link.

Performance in the heavy lift truck business is a little bit like wrestling. Imagine sitting on top of a 50 tonne powerpack, handling a 40 tonne steel bar, forced to turn around on a coin and still needing to finish in only two minutes. Then, there’s the next load.

Trust the machine
You have to trust what you have in your hands. Over and over again. You have to believe that this machine responds exactly to any of your actions, without taking the risk of exceeding the limits of your personal or operational safety.

Tomorrows needs
You have to trust what you have got in the handling yard. Even on days when the sun is shining somewhere else, you have to believe that this machine is capable of matching all your handling needs and requirement – today and over the years.

Hard to resist.
Think more. Think green.

If you consider environmental issues are important you may consider even more what’s behind the machine. But first, some machine details. The new Kalmar series copes with or exceeds all the toughest regulations and business standards according to exhaust emissions, lubrication waste, coatings, driver environment and noise levels.

Optimised for the environment.

Taking environmental responsibility means, to us at Kalmar, to take full responsibility. Therefore we often exceed the regulation figures given by authorities. We take active part of the general development of environmental issues in the business.

Total environment
Environmental thinking starts, for us, already at the design and production planning stage. We have to optimise the total environmental strain resulting from our entire operations and not only fulfilling what is the absolute minimum for a specific machine.

Front position
In many cases we have developed new products in which the environment has been the dominating force to succeed on the international marketplace. And our global parts- and service supply chain has given us opportunities to become a good environmental partner to you as well.

Machine optimisation
The new Kalmar gives you extra long service intervals, low noise emissions, minimised vibrations and very limited exhaust emissions. And when we say low noise or low emissions, we also mean the good surrounding environment.
There is more than the greenhouse effect.

Environmental responsibility is one of Kalmar’s strategic pillars and our policies are implemented all through the entire organisation – worldwide.

We have the goal to minimise the environmental impact in any aspect – from the development and production of products all through its life-cycle.
We never let our customers fight on their own, if they don’t want to.

The reason is simple – corporations want to be sure of long term capabilities by their partners. Here are some options appreciated by our customers:

- Service and maintenance training programmes.
- Senior technical training.
- Contract maintenance – from basic to full assignment.
- Flexible financing options.

Remote Machine Optimisation

Through Kalmars Remote Machine Interface (RMI) you will have a tremendous tool available to remotely monitor your complete machine fleet. You will also get access to valuable data for operational- and maintenance analysis and improvements.
Optimise your cost control.

Low running expenses means much more than low fuel consumption or less tyre wear. Of course fuel and tyres matter when calculating the basic running expenses, but regardless that, there are an awful lot of different conditions and details as well to consider when you make a cost evaluation.

Let us give you some clues.

What about having the ultimate maintenance- and parts network backing you up already from the delivery day? Kalmar has planned and prepared thoroughly to minimise your total running cost from start.

Cost optimisation
Not only by extending the service intervals in general, developing maintenance-free systems or central lubrication points, easy access for maintenance actions, using the same tyre dimension on all wheels and so on.

Machine monitoring
No, we give you access to the most sophisticated and reliable machine monitoring and control system available in the market, as well as the documentation system. For you it is simply to open up the door to a new world of cost control and uptime optimisation.
Innovative design already proven.

If we say that the new Kalmar Heavy lift trucks comprises the experience of 2,000 predecessors. Would you trust us then? Well, experience does not explicitly mean a direct benefit for anyone, unless you catch the pros and cons and systematically utilise that knowledge to develop and provide something much more beneficial.

So here we are.

We can’t resist telling you that the new Kalmar Heavy Lift Trucks are partly based on the experience of the most successful handling machine story ever – the container reach stacker, developed and refined to its excellence over the years by Kalmar.

Field proven
Based on our long story of heavy lift trucks in operation all over the world, we have learned about the kind of stresses the main components and systems are prepared to stand – mechanical stress, temperature stress, etc. We have used the same components in the new Kalmar Heavy Lift Trucks.

Important feedback
We have continuously gathered feedback from the front lines which have helped us to create an enormous knowledge bank covering handling situations and conditions, quality parameters, system functionality, operational and maintenance information. If you ask us, we can tell you all the truths.
What we are trying to say is that Kalmar’s development team has met almost any type of operational condition to cope with. All challenges, machine stresses and impossible problems have been faced and learned from. And solved.

The global distribution of our heavy duty machines has told us that things are different in different parts of the world, countries, regions and even between specific customers. Not only climate, but operational environment, handling applications or working cultures differ.

We have built in all this experience in the new generation of heavy lift trucks and it is pronounced flexibility. Flexibility to any of your conditions.
Hard to resist.
We like machines. That fit your needs.

We like steelworks, concrete or stone industries, container terminals, sawmills, stevedoring or RoRo operations because they differ. Our application knowledge and customisation ability is a valuable offer to you.

And we apply to your specific requirements.

Any heavy duty handling need or logistics solution, or whatever your business, we have the experience and capability to provide a solution to leverage your productivity.

We offer you a great flexibility already in the standard machine specification – wheelbase, mast alternatives, carriages, attachments, auxiliaries. You tell us your needs and we configure your machine or fleet of machines.

**Support solutions**

We offer you a great flexibility and exclusive options when it comes to support – maintenance and parts solutions, driver- and technical staff training, operational monitoring services and so on. We design the right package according to your existing and future needs.

**Financial solutions**

This is an important part of the package covering financial bonds, machine hire, rental or even operational buy-outs as part of a larger business agreement.

Combining these three offers, we believe you have a great opportunity to secure a successful operational business in heavy handling. Never hesitate to utilise our broad experience, skills and resources to get what you really need.

**Ask for partnership.**
Make things easy. These three little words symbolise the Kalmar philosophy.

Making heavy things easier to handle is nothing new for Kalmar. The company has over 100 years of experience in lifting and moving heavy objects with our machines in over 140 countries around the world.

But the three little words “make things easy” also encompass another dimension. Kalmar is more than just a machine supplier. Kalmar offers solutions that make life easier for its customers, everything from driver assistance to contract maintenance and fleet management.